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ANY TENT. ANYWHERE. ANY TIME.
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ANY TENT.

EVENTQUIP, PIPERSVILLE, PA
“The biggest benefits of STRATA are the
speed of installation and dismantling.
It’s also the ease of installation – we
don’t need a skilled tradesman, like we
do with a stick-built floor.”
– Ed Knight
President
EventQuip

Deck surface options are limited only by your
imagination. Shown are standard plywood &
optional black non-slip flooring.

STRATA FITS EVERY TENT YOU RENT
STRATA is an engineered outdoor floor system designed to work
with any tent from any manufacturer. The freestanding STRATA
tent floor provides exceptional flexibility.
FROM THE SMALLEST TO THE LARGEST
Whether you’re erecting a small pole tent or an enormous clearspan structure. STRATA is the perfect floor for any application.
Best of all, it does it quickly and cost effectively, too.
QUICK INSTALLATION CUTS LABOR COSTS
A small crew can set up the STRATA Tent Floor System in a
fraction of the time it takes to construct any other leveled floor.
As a result, the amount of money you save on labor alone can
be substantial.

Remove any deck to get under the
floor to run electrical or duct work
or for storing tent poles.

Rugged aircraft-grade aluminum and
powder-coated steel make STRATA
exceptionally durable for outdoor use.

ANYWHERE.

S T R A T A®

TENT FLOOR SYSTEM

STRATA MAKES SETUP SIMPLE
Setting up the STRATA Tent Floor System couldn’t be simpler. A small crew with less than a half hour of training can
easily install an elegant. durable STRATA floor in just a few hours. Whether leveled or laydown. STRATA is quite possibly
the easiest tent floor ever.

1
Set the main beam in place
and level it.

2
Set another main beam in
place next to the first.

3
Install spacer beams
between main beams.

4
Place decks on top of the
framework.

5
Lock decks to main beams.

https://www.wengercorp.com/risers/strata-event-staging.php

ANY TIME.

WORK WITHIN THE TIGHTEST SCHEDULES
Because STRATA installs in hours instead of days, you can work
within any client’s schedule. It also means you can book more
floor rentals because the floor is ready to send out on another
job before most other systems have even left the last job!
STRATA ADJUSTS TO ANY TERRAIN
STRATA is a tent floor system that can be set up on any infinite
variety of sites. A sloping hillside? No problem. Over a pool?
Bring it on! STRATA even makes installing a laydown floor on a
flat parking lot easier!
SINGLE SYSTEM. MULTIPLE FLOORS
STRATA enables you to construct multiple floor types - laydown,
leveled and pool covers - from a single, easy-to-install system.
The STRATA Tent Floor System is the only one you need.

CHATTANOOGA TENT COMPANY
CHATTANOOGA, TN
“The stability of the beams and flooring,
the whole engineering of STRATA makes
me feel confident about using it different
ways, such as bridging over a pool.”
– Mike Holland
VP of Operations
Chattanooga Tent Company

STRATA Tent Floor System can be...

...a leveled floor that’s quick and easy to install
over any terrain...

...a laydown floor using low profile beam
caps and the same decks...

...a pool cover using the same components as
the laydown floor in combination with readily
available wood construction joists.

A DURABLE, NON-SLIP, WEATHER-RESISTANT EVENT STAGING SURFACE
TENT FLOORS are a great rental opportunity. The problem
is that building a tent floor can be time-consuming and expensive. Fortunately, the revolutionary STRATA Tent Floor
System offers a better way.
STRATA is the engineered floor system designed to work with any
tent, over any terrain. Leveled or laydown. STRATA can be used
anywhere from a flat parking lot to a hillside next to the 18th
green - even over a pool.
Ready to go anytime you need it. STRATA is easily installed by a
small crew in a fraction of the time of stick-built floors or other
“flooring” systems - saving you a small fortune in labor.
So whether you’ve never done a tent floor before or are simply
looking for a faster, more cost effective way to do the job, think
STRATA. The any tent. Anywhere. Any time tent floor.

A small crew can set up the lightweight
STRATA System in just hours

STRATA uses pins to eliminate the
time-consuming nuts and bolts
typical of other flooring systems.

STRATA has self storing diagonal bracing that
provides lateral stability and does not require
any tools. STRATA’S diagonal bracing is all you
need for floors up to 4 feet (122 cm) high.

THE MANY USES OF STRATA TENT FLOOR SYSTEM
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